Professional
Belgian Waffle Iron
VH-PWI-01
Manual
220v
(Also available in 110v-250v)

PANINI WAFFLE

Description

Or

SAVORY WAFFLE

Easy to use professional cast irons waffle iron
made with a special waffle grid that allows space to
add a filling to the waffle.
The waffle maker is reversible and can open
180degrees. This will allow you to add waffle
dough to both waffle grids insert the waffle filling
close the waffle maker and finish the baking process with the filling baked inside of the waffle.
We advise to use a savoury and neutral waffle mix
that can be used for salty and sweet fillings.











Full cast iron, non adhesive baking grids.
Stainless steel base.
Stainless steel, dishwasher proof drip tray.
Taylor made heating element for optimal heat
distribution.
High end thermostat with manual temperature
setting.
Baking grid sides are treated with a high
temperature thermal barrier coating.
Green power on indicator light.
Red thermostat indicator light.
Cool-touch front handles.

Dimensions of the waffle:
16.9 cm diameter waffle grid
Dimensions of the waffle maker :
30 cm wide by 45cm deep.
High temperature setting ( 300ºC ) allowing for
easy removal of left over fats and/or sugars
through carbonization.

General information
 This high-end waffle iron differentiates itself from its

competitors by its simple design and operation, allowing
for continuous use and perfectly baked waffles.

 The reversible baking grids provide for unparalleled

waffle variations as apposed to a regular swivel iron.

 Its non stick ,full cast iron waffle grids are easy to clean and
maintain.

 The special grid is made to bake salty or sweet ingredients into
the waffle. It will allow you to create your own waffle snack that
can be consumed sitting down or while walking.

Features
 Heavy duty build and design for intensive daily use.
 Simple and functional operation.
 Full cast iron grids with tailor made heating element





insuring an even temperature spread.
Reversible design allowing to create filled waffles.
Bakes savoury waffles or waffles with sweet filling.
300 degrees Celsius cleaning feature.
Fixed electrical cord protectors.
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